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Abstract. Robotic deburring has been used by industries to automate the manual operation, which is a constant source of problems 
related to lack of productivity and high risk of accidents. However, the automation of the deburring operation is not a trivial task. 
The high interaction between the tool and the workpiece, associated with the inconsistency of the burr formation, represents a big 
challenge to the programming and controlling system applied to the robots. This paper proposes a complete framework for an 
efficient robotic deburring implementation. The framework aims to integrate all the steps of the robotic implementation: trajectory 
programming for efficient burr removal, contact evaluation and definition of the control parameters, and finally the online 
trajectory control. The proposed controller combines two signals into a new parameter, Fast Abrasive Power (FAP), which 
represents a modularization of the power level by the ratio between instantaneous acoustic emission (AE) and average AE 
calculated over the last n points. The new fast power parameter maintains the reliability of the original power signal and 
incorporates the dynamics of the AE signal. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Burr is defined as an undesirable projection of material formed as the result of plastic flow from a cutting or 

shearing operation (Ko and Dornfeld, 1991). Although burrs were considered a secondary operation within the machine 
processes, several aspects have been modifying the way burrs are handled during the machine processes. Deburring 
processes have been identified as the bottleneck in many machine industries (Balasubramaniam et all, 1998). The burr 
removal methods can induce dimensioning errors to the workpiece if improperly executed (Dornfeld and Lisiewicz, 
1992). Finally, burrs may cause problems in further processes, such as handling and assembling operations. 

Despite of the latter advances in the burr minimization techniques (Nakayama and Arai, 1987; Olvera and Barrow, 
1996; Chern and Dornfeld, 1996; Nakayanaswami and Dornfeld, 1997; Min, 1999), the development of new materials 
and the progress of machine techniques require a continuous improvement to the deburring methods (Proctor, 1989). 
Several automated solution have been proposed in order to substitute the manual deburring. However, despite the fact of 
being an extremely unsafe and non-ergonomic operation, manual deburring methods are still widely applied by 
manufacturing industries. The result of the manual operation is highly depended on the operator’s skills and it is subject 
to enormous quality deviation (Sickle and Flores, 1997). The process requires a constant attention of the operator that is 
subject to noise, pollution, dirty and vibration. These factors turn the deburring operation into a dangerous, difficult, 
costly, slow, and high subjected to errors, which are very expensive due to the fact that they can damage a workpiece on 
its final step. 

The disadvantages of the manual method lead to the automation of the deburring process. Several automated 
solutions were proposed, varying from the development of specialized equipments (electro-chemical deburring, 
thermal-energy deburring, vibratory deburring, centrifugal deburring, ultrasonic deburring, abrasive jet deburring, etc), 
the implementation of a final deburring pass in the same CNC machine where the burr was formed, and finally the use 
to industrial robots. Each alternative has its particularities and is more suitable for some aspects related to the geometry 
of the workpiece, to its material and to the requirement for edge finishing (Gillespie, 1996). 

The most indicated application for robotic deburring operation is the burr removal in workpiece with complex 
geometry. Due to the motion flexibility of the robots, they can operate all the edges of the workpiece without modifying 
the clamping position. In addition, they can remove burrs on regions that are impossible for other methods, such as 
inner sections and intersection of holes. However, in spite of all the advantages listed above, the use of industrial robots 
for deburring operations is minor. In addition to Jinno et. all (1995), who states that the most exploited robotic 
applications are material handling and welding, the report presented by the ROBOTIC INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION 
(2001) informs that only 3% of the robots commercialized in the first quarter of 2001 were implemented in material 
removal operations (chamfering, polishing, deburring). In deburring operations, the high interaction between the 
workpiece and the robot, associated with the inconsistency of the operations (it is impossible to precisely predict the 
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size and location of the burr) represents a big challenge to the programming and controlling system applied to robotic 
deburring operations. 

The majority of the commercial solutions offered nowadays try to solve the problem described above by 
increasing the compliance of the system, through the incorporation of passive elements (spring) between the tool and 
the robot wrist (Warnecke and Abele, 1983). The additional compliance gives the system the ability to adapt to 
imperfection on the surface, although it doesn’t allow an efficient control of the contact between the tool and the 
workpiece. The lack of control can result in a misaligned and irregular surface. These systems also require a high 
experience of the operator, because the generated path may become instable if the system is applied to workpieces that 
present big burrs. In this case, a correct feed rate should be set. 

Thus, a more suitable solution for the robotic deburring operation will require a better control of the process. In 
consequence, the final solution for the robotic deburring points to a more efficient monitoring system, which transfers to 
the controlling system more information about the material removal process (Craig, 1986). In such context, researchers 
are looking for a more suitable sensing technique. Several sensors were proposed: force sensors (Her and Kazerooni, 
1991; Persons, 1996), infrared visual sensors (Seliger and Hsieh, 1991), acoustic emission sensors (Dornfeld and 
Erickson, 1989), power sensors, and others. However, each alternative presents its positive and negative aspects 
(Valente and Oliveira, 2001). Thus, due to the drawbacks and limitations faced by each sensing technique working 
alone, a control strategy based on sensor fusion is consider as the final solution to robotic deburring applications. 

This work aims to develop a complete framework for robotic deburring, consisting on three integrated modules: 
off-line programming module, contact evaluation module (pre-controlling module) and path control module. Based on 
the FAP parameter, a real time strategy able to correct the tool path and maintain an adequate contact between the robot 
tool and the part edge is proposed. The paper is organized as follow. In section 2, the framework for robotic deburring is 
introduced. In the following sections, each module of the framework is presented in details. Thus, section 3 presents the 
off-line programming system). Section 4 presents the contact evaluation module. And finally, section 5 presents the 
path control algorithm. 

 
2. Framework for robotic deburring 

 
In this paper, a complete framework for an efficient robotic deburring implementation is proposed. The framework 

includes all the steps for process programming and controlling, and it is composed by three integrated modules, 
according to Fig. (1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Complete framework for robotic deburring, based on three integrated modules: off-line programming system, 
contact evaluation system and tool path control. 

 
The first step consists of a tool path programming, implemented on a graphical software. In this phase, the entire 

deburring environment (workpiece, clamping system, constraints, etc) can be drawn or imported from any CAD 
software. Using this scenario, the tool path is graphically defined in order to machine the edges where burrs are 
expected. The output of this system is the tool path program, formed by a sequence of commands that defines the 
nominal trajectory of the tool. 

The next module is called the Contact Evaluation Module. This module reads the deburring program (generated by 
the first step) and analyzes each segment of the trajectory. In summary, the second module extracts the linear and 
circular segments that compose the global path, and calculates the controlling parameters for each segments based on an 
evaluation of the contact between the tool and the workpiece. The output is a list of triggers (controlling parameters), 
where each set of triggers is associated to one segment of the trajectory. 



Finally, an active tool path control is proposed, using the nominal path defined by module 1 and the controlling 
parameters adjusted by module 2. Thus, the system follows the nominal path and executes corrections on such path 
when the adequate interaction between the tool and the workpiece is being affected by the presence of burrs or any 
other imperfection of the surface (misalignment, etc). The path control is designed over an innovative strategy that is 
based on the combination of two signals: power and acoustic emission. 

In the following sections, each module will be described in details. 
 

3. Deburring path programming 
 
More complex robotic tasks and the continuous requirement for reduction of process time are some of the aspects 

that result in more complex programs for robotic applications. According to Brown (1998), the definition of the tool 
path in the case of complex workpieces (i.e. castings and engine blocks) may demand more than 1500 sequential 
movements. Hence, it may take at least three days for an experienced operator to generate (using teach-in method) the 
entire sequence of command of the deburring program, if the new program is based on parts of existing programs. 
Nevertheless, for a complete new workpiece, the programming task can last up to one month. In such situation, the 
application of off-line programming technique may offer many advantages. 

According to Roos and Behrens (1997), off-line programming is a technique characterized by the generation of the 
program (sequence of commands) freed from the robot control or a programming device, which allow its execution in 
advance or in parallel to the robotic application. Persoons (1997) identifies three types of off-line techniques and 
indicated the graphical simulators as the most used. These softwares are based on CAD technologies, and combine 
graphical facilities with algorithms to model the kinematical and dynamical behavior of the robots. The main 
advantages of the off-line programming are the dramatic reduction of the programming time and the possibility of 
simulating the program before its use. The main consequences are the optimization of the cycles, reduction of the 
production time, pre-checking of movements, reduction of programming errors and improvements in safety. So, 
according to Weck and Dammertz (1995), the off-line programming can be consider as one of the most important factor 
that leads to an economical implementation of industrial robots in deburring of small or medium batch. 

However, this technique also presents some limitations. Once the CAD systems are based on ideal mathematical 
models, which assume that the robots have perfectly stiffen joints and no backlash. The problem lays exactly in the 
intrinsic imperfection of the real mechanisms: deflection of the joints, wear and backlash of the mechanisms, offset of 
the encoders/resolvers, and influences of the environment (vibration and temperature). These imperfections can be 
minimized, but can never be completely eliminated. In summary, the imperfections compromise the accuracy of the 
robots and modify the ideal scenario created in the simulators. Thus, Brown (1998) states that fine adjustments on the 
program, mainly changes on the coordinates of programmed points, must necessary be executed online (using the robot) 
in order to adjust the model to the real behavior of the robot. However, even considering this extra adjustment time, the 
off-line programming technique still results in a dramatic reduction of the programming time. 

Figure (2) presents the robotic modeling created for the deburring application. It also presents the real scenario, 
which confirms the efficiency of the graphical simulation. The simulation was developed using the software 
Workspace 5 TM, from Flow Software Technologies. The robot model (ABB IRB 2400/10) was imported from the 
software library, and the other components of the scene were created: end-effector (deburring tool attached to the wrist 
of the robot), workpiece and the complete fixture system. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 2. Comparison between the simulated model (a) and the real scenario (b) for robotic deburring. 

 



The TCP (tool center point) was defined on the surface of the abrasive disk, which is mounted at the tip of the 
deburring tool. This point defines the best position of the disk that will make contact with the workpiece. On the surface 
of the workpiece, several points called geometric points (GP) are also created. The sequence of points defines the tool 
movement, which links the GPs by lines and curves. Some shots of the movement made by the tool during the 
deburring simulation are illustrated in Fig. (3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Sequence of movements executed during the robotic deburring simulation. 

 
The deburring movements can be converted to a sequence of commands that are interpreted by the robot, according 

to the language syntax created by the robot’s manufacturer, called RAPID. In such syntax, some of the motion 
commands are: linear movement (MOVEL), circular movement (MOVEC) and free movement with no required 
trajectory (MOVEJ). The program associated to the sequence movements presented in Fig. (3) is described in Table (1): 

 
Table 1. Program generated by the software as a result of the deburring simulation. 
 

Commands Description 
 
MoveJ Aprox,v500,z1,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveL Contact,v200,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
 
MoveL P11*,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveC P1C*,P12,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveL P21*,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveC P2C*,P22,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveL P31*,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveC P3C*,P32,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveL P41*,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveC P4C*,P42,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveL Final*,v100,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
 
MoveL Final2,v500,z1,t_Deburring_Tool; 
MoveJ Home,v500,fine,t_Deburring_Tool; 
 

 
Approaching movement 
Movement forward the “Contact” point located on the surface of the 
workpiece (Fig. 3a) 
Deburring action on half of edge 1 
Deburring action on vertex 1 
Deburring action on edge 2 (Fig. 3b) 
Deburring action on vertex 2 (Fig. 3c) 
Deburring action on edge 3 
Deburring action on vertex 3 (Fig. 3d) 
Deburring action on edge 4 
Deburring action on vertex 4 
Deburring action on the other half of edge 1 
 
Backward movement 
Return to home position 

*Geometric points (GPs) located at the edges of the workpiece. The sequence of GPs defines the deburring path. 
 
The next step of this research is the integration of the robotic simulation with the graphical system for burr 

prediction, which has been developed by the Laboratory for Manufacturing Automation of the University of California 
at Berkeley (Rangarajan, 2001; Bansal and Lee, 2002). 

 
4. Contact evaluation module 

 
The next module proposed in the robotic deburring framework evaluates the contact between the tool and the 

workpiece during the execution of the nominal path. This path is defined by a sequence of movements formed by linear 
and circular segments. The combination of different segments is used to interpolate the geometry of the outline of the 
workpiece. Hence, when executing the programmed movements, the tool will follow the edges of the workpiece and 
consequently will remove burrs that may be located there. 

Nonetheless, the interaction between the tool and the workpiece changes depending on the geometry of the 
segments. Figure (4) illustrates the effective contact area in two different situations: a linear segment and a circular 
segment. 

 



LINE FILLET

 
 
Figure 4. Illustration of the effective contact area for a linear segment and a circular segment (fillet). 

 
Analyzing the effective contact geometry in combination with the power model for grinding proposed by Malkin 

(1989), it is possible to understand the influence of the deburring trajectory in the amount of power consumed by the 
operation. According to Malkin’s formulation, the grinding power is composed by three components: 

 
SLPLCH PPPP ++=  (1)

 
where, 
 
PCH = power component due to the chip formation; 
PPL = power component due to plowing; 
PSL = power component due to sliding. 
 
The power due the chip formation is a function of the material removal rate (MMR), while the power due to 

plowing depends on the tangential velocity of the grinding wheel and the width of the contact. Finally, the sliding 
portion is dependent on the friction coefficient and the real contact area (wear flat areas), which is highly influenced by 
the geometry of the contact and the dressing condition of the grinding wheel. 

As a result, considering the same chamfer size of and the same tool feed rate during the complete deburring 
trajectory, the MMR will be constant and so will be the power component due to chip formation. Thus, the PCH 
component depends only on the process parameters (chamfer size or depth of cut and feed rate) and it is not influenced 
by the geometry of the edge. 

However, the other two components, power due to plowing and sliding, are highly dependent on the geometry of 
the contact. Therefore, a larger contact area will require a higher value of sliding and plowing power, which will 
increase the total amount of power consumed by the operation. By this assumption, it is possible to conclude that, 
during the deburring trajectory, a higher amount of power will be required for linear segments because of a large area of 
contact. In contrast, at fillets and other circular segments, the power consumption will be smaller. 

The contact module proposed in this paper uses the program generated by the previous module (off-line 
programming module) as an input, according to Fig. (5). Each motion instruction of the program is analyzed in separate 
and the geometry associated to the movement is extracted. In the figure, an illustrative workpiece was used to 
demonstrate the algorithm. The portion of the surface highlighted in the figure is formed by a circular segment with 
radius of 30 millimeters, a linear segment and another circular segment with radius of 15 millimeters. In the 
programming module, each segment is processed and the motion instructions are generated. After that, the contact 
evaluation module reads each instruction related to a deburring action and re-designs the geometry of the segment. In 
this case, the geometries are two fillets with different radius separated by a line. Each geometry is inputted into a 
modified version of the Malkin’s model for grinding, together with the other parameters used in the process (desired 
chamfer size, the tool feed rate and the wheel speed). The result is the appropriate power level that should be kept 
constant during the deburring operation at the segment in analysis. Note that a higher power level is calculated for the 
linear segment. Comparing the circular segments, the one with a smaller radius (smaller contact area) is associated with 
a lower power consumption. This algorithm is applied to all the instruction of the program related to deburring, and the 
result is a list of appropriate power values. 

The original model proposed by Malkin considers a parallel grinding (Fig. 6a), in which the contact geometry is 
constant in the direction longitudinal to the wheel axis. In this case, Hahn and Lindsay (1971) created the concept of 
equivalent diameter that interrelates the geometric contact of a cylindrical grinding (external or internal) to a planar 
grinding operation. Using the equivalent diameter definition, the contact length can be calculated independent of the 
wheel diameter and the workpiece edge geometry by the Eq. (2). In Malkin’s model, the contact length simplifies the 
formula of the contact area (Eq. 3) used to calculate the component of power due to sliding. 

 
 



Ec Dal ⋅=  (2)

blA c ⋅=  (3)
 
where, 
 
lC= contact length; 
a = depth of cut; 
b = contact width; 
DE = equivalent diameter. 
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Figure 5. Algorithm used in the contact evaluation system to calculate the desired power level for each trajectory 
segment. 

 
However, in the deburring/chamfering case, the Hahn’s equation for the equivalent diameter is not valid due to a 

completely different contact geometry (Fig. 6b). Therefore, this paper proposes a modified formulation for Malkin’s 
model, which includes new equations to calculate the contact length and the contact area. This work is under 
development. In the first step, several chamfering experiments were conducted in order to establish a relation between 
power level and chamfer size for different tool feed rate values. In all the experiments, linear chamfering trajectories 
(180 millimeters long) were executed over sharp edges of steel plates (SAE 1020). Using the concept of equivalent 
diameter, the results of these experiments can be extrapolated to any circular trajectory. More details these experiments 
are presented by Valente and Oliveira (2002). In parallel, the modified version of Malkin’s model has been formulated. 
In this new version, new formulae for the material removal rate and the contact area have been proposed. The next step 
is the adjustment of the parameters of the new formulation and the validation of the new model for all the chamfering 
experiments described above. 
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Figure 6. Difference of the contact geometry in grinding operations due the variation of the grinding wheel orientation: 
(a) parallel grinding; (b) chamfering operation. 

 
5. Active Path Control 

 
The final step proposed by the robotic framework represents an innovative method able to monitor and control the 

robot path during the automated deburring operation. This system is based on the nominal trajectory generated by the 
off-line programming module and the list of required power level associated with every segment of the trajectory. The 
module aims to control the effective path of the deburring tool in order to maintain the power signal as close as possible 
to its target level. Online correction of the programming path can be order by the control module if edge imperfections 
are detected. These imperfections are identified by modifications of the power level. 

The control strategy is based on two signals, which are the most used data for monitoring abrasives processes: 
acoustic emission and power. The AE information presents an extremely fast and consistent local response and is very 
suitable to detect surfaces contacts. But the AE level does not present a uniform behavior during the hole process and 
can be influenced by other parameters (part geometry, sensor position, etc.) which does not depends on the contact 
interaction between the tool and the part edge. In contrast, the power level is proportional to the amount of material 
removed from the workpiece, but it is characterized by a damped response due the motor inertia. Therefore, to improve 
the performance of an AE and power feedback system, it is proposed a sensor fusion through the following equation: 

 

( )o
n

PP
EA
EAKFAP −⋅⋅=  (4)

 
where, 
 
FAP = Fast Abrasive Power; 
K = signal gain; 
P = instantaneous power; 
P0 = power (no motor load); 
EA = instantaneous AE; 
EAn = average AE calculated over the last n points. 
 
The FAP parameter represents a modularization of the original power signal by the ratio between the instantaneous 

AE and the average AE over the last n points. This ratio considers only the local response of the AE and filters its 
inconsistent behavior during the process. Furthermore, the influence of the AE signal on the FAP parameter can be 
adjust by the size n of the average window. Hence, the new FAP parameter incorporates the AE dynamics to the 
reliability of the power signal. More information about the FAP parameter and its behavior during the chamfering 
process can be found in Valente and Oliveira (2001). 

The control strategy, based on the FAP parameter, is illustrated in Fig. (7). This strategy was implemented in 
LabView 5.1 from National Instruments, running on an external PC. According to the figure, the FAP level is compared 
with two limits that define the working range for the FAP parameter. Thus, a value of FAP higher than T2 indicates a 
high-intensive contact and controlling signals are sent to the digital I/O interface of the robot. In contrast, when the FAP 
level is lower than T1, the robot receives control parameters that indicate a lack of contact. Using this electrical 
configuration, the following algorithm is implemented for robot path correction: 

 



• If the FAP level is lower than T1, the deburring tool is loosing contact with the workpiece and it should be 
moved toward the edge until the FAP value returns to the working range. 

• If the FAP level is higher than T2, the contact has exceeded the appropriate limits, what can damage the 
tool and/or the workpiece. Thus, the tool should be moved backwards until the FAP value returns to the 
working range. 

• The tool should follow its programmed path when the FAP level lays in the working range, which 
indicates an adequate contact. 
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Figure 7. Strategy for tool path control, based on the FAP parameter. The objective of the controller is to maintain the 
FAP level within the working range (defined by the limits T1 and T2): (a) automatic detection of contact point Pc; (b) 
move towards point P1 while FAP is within the working range; (c) move the target point to a new position (P1’) in 
order to avoid lack of contact; (d) move the target point to a new position (P1’’) in order to avoid an intense contact. 

 
The results of the path control system are presented in Figs. (8) and (9). Two different tests were performed. In both 

tests, the FAP parameter was calculated using n = 3 points. In the first test, the objective was to machine a chamfer of 
0.5 mm. Considering the tool feed rate f = 5 mm/sec, the appropriate limits T1 and T2 can be calculated according to 
the calibration results presented in Valente and Oliveira (2002). Thus, the following values were adopted: T1 = 1.45 V e 
T2 = 1.60 V. Note that the algorithm was able to control the FAP level within the working range. It is important to show 
up that the power level (blue line) oscillated within a narrower band, what confirms the success of the control algorithm. 
In the second test, the limits were changed aiming to machine a larger chamfer, 0.65 mm. In this case, the limits were 
T1 = 1.65 V e T2 = 1.80 V. Again, the control strategy succeeded. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 8. Results of the path control strategy during the robotic deburring operation, showing power (blue line) and the 
FAP parameter (red line): (a) working range defined for a desired chamfer of 0,5 mm; (b) working range defined for a 
desired chamfer of 0,65 mm. 

 



The tests described above can also be analyzed by the photos and measurements of the machined chamfers (Fig. 9). 
Analyzing the first picture, it is possible to observe a smooth chamfer, which was already expected due to a stable 
response of the power signal. However, the second chamfer presents a worst surface quality, consequence of a larger 
variation of the power signal. This quality can be optimized by improvements in the path control strategy. Finally, the 
measurements of the machined chamfers results in 0.58 mm and 0.72 mm. These dimensions are close to the desired 
ones, respectively, 0.50 mm and 0.65 mm. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 9. Photos of the machined chamfers, resultant of the robotic deburring operation: (a) first test with a desired 
width value of 0.50 mm; (b) second test with a desired width value of 0.65 mm. 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
This work proposes a complete framework for an efficient robotic deburring implementation. The framework aims 

to integrate all the steps of the robotic implementation, since the trajectory programming to the trajectory control. As an 
intermediate step, a new version of Malkin’s model is proposed in order to evaluate the contact between the deburring 
tool and the workpiece. 

The main advantage of the off-line programming technique is the big reduction of cycle time. In this framework, it 
is also proposed an integration of the programming system with the burr prediction system. Thus, the software operator 
can define a more effective deburring trajectory based on a previous estimation of the size and location of the burr. 

Finally, the path control module is based on an innovative strategy that combines two sensor signals: acoustic 
emission and power consumed by the deburring head motor. The fusion of these signals results in a new control 
parameter, Fast Abrasive Power (FAP), which maintains the reliability of the power signal and incorporates the 
dynamics of the acoustic emission. Analyzing the results, it is possible to establish a relationship between the FAP 
parameter and the amount of material removed from the workpiece, as well as use this relationship to control the 
contact within an adequate range. 
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